
MARCH CARTERA DEFENSIVA FI May-2023

Target: maximum volatility (not guaranteed) less than 3% per annum. Diversified portfolio between fixed income investment funds,
absolute return and equities (maximum exposure to equities: 15%). Your investment decision-making process takes ESG criteria into
account.

Monthly Commentary Monthly Return per Asset

Contributions of each category throughout the month, calculated like the1 month EUR
return of each underlying fund by category pondered with the weight as of: 28/04/2023

Risk/Return Ratio

Last month return 1,83%

3 months return 2,06%

Accumulated return 2023 2,28%

1 year return -1,13%

3 years return -0,80%

1 year volatility 2,91%

VaR at 99% 0,50%

Maximum drawdown -11,03%

Performance of your Portfolio

Monthly Return

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Total

2023 1,44% -1,20% 1,83% 0,22% 2,28%

2022 -1,35% -1,27% -0,19% -1,54% -0,66% -2,64% 1,65% -0,94% -2,29% 0,41% 1,57% -0,27% -7,35%

2021 -0,30% -0,36% -0,10% 0,53% 0,08% 0,10% 0,32% 0,12% -0,59% -0,02% -0,55% 0,33% -0,45%

2020 0,11% -0,62% -4,32% 1,54% 0,92% 0,78% 0,93% 0,47% -0,32% -0,15% 1,49% 0,80% 1,51%

2019 1,26% 0,61% 0,16% 0,10% -0,27% 0,52% 0,13% -0,30% -0,15% -0,19% 0,10% 0,22% 2,21%

2018 0,38% -0,51% -0,49% 0,25% -0,62% -0,54% 0,41% -0,70% 0,08% -1,41% -0,58% -0,91% -4,56%

We are experiencing one of the most aggressive upward cycles in living memory and it
is starting to be felt in the real estate sector. The Case-Shiller home price index has
been falling since July and the % of vacant office space in business centers on both
coasts has doubled. This deterioration has impacted US regional banks and high
interest rates have generated significant losses in their bond portfolios and
encouraged depositors to turn to money market funds in search of more attractive
returns. Although in Europe smaller banks are less relevant in credit creation, the
tightening of credit conditions will continue on both sides of the Atlantic affecting
consumption and investment and ultimately economic expansion.

In this context, the stock market - and credit - have held up very well, due to
expectations of more generous central bankers seeking to protect the integrity of
their economies from the risk of a deep crisis. Rates are already in the tightening zone;
given the low probability of a "soft landing", the most likely scenarios are as follows:

 That labor market weakness will increase, causing a spike in unemployment and the
onset of a recession (a "hard landing"), or.

 That economic activity will hold up, the labor market will remain tight and wage
growth will remain too high or accelerate further, resulting in terminal rates above
those discounted by investors.

During the month of April, the performance of its portfolio stood at 0.22% compared
to -1.05% for its benchmark. For the full year 2023, the cumulative total return is
2.28% compared to 0.55% for the benchmark.

73% of the portfolio is classified as an Article 8 or 9 asset under Regulation (EU)
2019/2088 of the European Parliament and of the Council of 27 November 2019 on
sustainability disclosures in the financial services sector.

The content of this document has a mere ilustrative purpose and does not intend to be, it is not and cannot be considered under any circumstances an investement or contract recommendation of financial products. Under no
circumstances does it constitute an official informative document of the Investment Funds included in this document, not having been verified nor approved by the National Securities Market Commission (CNMV). It has been
drafted for the sole purpose of easing the independent and individual decision of each investor and does not intend to replace the necessary advice to contract this kind of products. The interested investor must be aware that
the product to which this documents refers to may not be adequate for your specific investment purposes, your financial position or risk profile. Therefore, you will have to adopt your own decisions taking into account those
circumstances and seek for the specialised advice with regard to fiscal, legal, financial, regulatory, accounting and any other matter that, where appropriate, you may require. March A.M. does not assume any responsibility
whatsoever for any cost or loss, direct or indirect, that might result from the use of this document or from its content. No part of this document can be copied, xeroxed or duplicated in any mode, from or mean, redistributed
or cite without the previous written authorisation of March A.M.
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Evolution of the Assets Allocation

Assets Allocation Portfolio
Fund Subasset class Weight

GROUPAMA TRESORERIE RC EUR LI - Liquidity 2,02%

JUPITER DYNAMIC BOND-IEURACC FI - Corporate 2,49%

M&G SUS TLRT CR INVE LI EU FI - Corporate 2,02%

KBI GLOBAL SUSTN INFR-DEUR FI - Corporate 0,43%

FRKN EUR S DUR BD-EBEURACC FI - Corporate 7,05%

MUZIN-ENHANCEDYIELD ST EUR ACC FI - Corporate 3,02%

MARCH INTL-TORRENOVA LUX I EUR FI - Corporate 2,39%

EVLI SHORT CORP BOND IB EUR FI - Corporate 3,03%

NORDEA LOW DUR EUR C-BI EUR FI - Corporate 7,02%

FONMARCH FI C FI - Corporate 1,21%

MARCH PATRIMONIO CORTO PLAZO C FI - Corporate 3,82%

FLOSSBACH S BOND OPPOR IT EUR FI - Corporate 1,99%

NORDEA 1-EUROP COV OPP-BIEUR FI - Corporate 7,97%

FRANK EURO TOT RETURN S EUR FI - Corporate 2,01%

LM-WA SHT DUR BLU CHP-PAHGD FI - Corporate 3,02%

NN L GREEN BOND I CAP EUR FI - Corporate 2,52%

BNY SUSTAIN GLOBAL DYN BD EW FI - Corporate 2,00%

NORDEA 1 - EM ST L BF-BIUSD FI - Emerging 1,40%

BGF-ESG E/M BND-I2 EUR HDG FI - Emerging 1,34%

AMUNDI S&P 500 ESG-IU-C EQ - USA 0,43%

OYSTER US VALUE USDHDG IM ACC EQ - USA 0,38%

ETF.ISHARES MSCI USA ESG SCREEND EQ - USA 0,25%

ETF.ISHARES MSCI EUROPE ESG SCRN EQ - Europe 0,55%

MAN GLG PAN EU EQ GR IFCEUR EQ - Europe 0,54%

MSIF-GLOBAL SUSTAIN-Z EQ - Global 0,56%

ETF. ISHARES MSCI WORLD ESG SCRND EQ - Global 0,52%

AUBREY CM-AUB GL EM OPP-IC1E EQ - Emerging 0,38%

GQG PARTNERS EM MKT EQ R USD A EQ - Emerging 0,41%

AMUNDI VOLATILITY WRLD REUHC AR - Multi Asset 4,50%

Data corresponding to investments in funds; the rest invested in money market and fixed
income assets with a duration lower than 1 year.

General Data xrTa Fees

Launch Date 20/10/2004 Management 0,7 % + 9 % Success

Change of the Investment policy 10/09/2021 Depository Fee 0,10%

Assets under
Management (mn)

EUR 41,3 Minimum Investment

Net Asset Value Daily

Manager
MARCH ASSET

MANAGEMENT S.G.I.I.C.,
S.A.U.

Custodian BANCA MARCH, S.A.

Risk Level

1 2 3 4 5 6 7

← Potential lower reward Potential higher reward →

← Lower risk Higher risk →

This idicator shows the risk of the fund and is calculated based on the historical data that,
however, might not constitute a reliable indication of the future risk profile of the fund.
Moreover, there are no guarantees that the category here indicated remains unalterable
and can vary over time.

The content of this document has a mere ilustrative purpose and does not intend to be, it is not and cannot be considered under any circumstances an investement or contract recommendation of financial products. Under no
circumstances does it constitute an official informative document of the Investment Funds included in this document, not having been verified nor approved by the National Securities Market Commission (CNMV). It has been
drafted for the sole purpose of easing the independent and individual decision of each investor and does not intend to replace the necessary advice to contract this kind of products. The interested investor must be aware that
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